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1. Introduction

A theoretical model has been used for predicting the behavior of fission

gas and volatile fission products (VFPs) in UC^-base fuels during steady-state

and transient conditions,[1,2] This model represents an attempt to develop an

efficient predictive capability for the full range of possible reactor

operating conditions. Fission products released from the fuel are assumed to

reach the fuel surface by successively diffusing (via atomic and gas-bubble

mobility) from the grains to grain faces and then to the grain edges, where

the fission products are released through a network of interconnected tunnels

of fission-gas induced and fabricated porosity.

The model provides for a multi-region calculation and uses only one size

class to characterize a distribution of fission gas bubbles. Whereas the

behavior of fission gas at the grain face and grain edge is based entirely on

this single-size-class description, the description of intragranular fission

gas behavior includes the kinetics of fission gas atom generation and

migration and fission-gas-bubble/gas-atora interactions. In addition, the

evolution in time of the average bubble sizes is calculated. The

Intragranular single gas atoms are characterized by number density; the

intragranular, grain-face, and grain-edge bubbles are characterized by number

density and the average number of atoms per bubble, S^t). (The index "i"

identifies a particular intra- or lntergranular bubble.)

Models[1-3J are included for the effects of the following key

variables: production of gas from fissioning nuclei, bubble nucleation and

re-solution, bubble migration, bubble coalescence, gas-bubble/channel

formation on grain faces, temperature and temperature gradients, interlinked

porosity on grain edges, microcracking, experimentally derived steady-state

bubble mobilities, and phenomenological modeling of bubble mobilities during



transient nonequllibrium conditions. These models are used to calculate

fission product release and the swelling due to retained fission gas bubbles

in the lattice, on grain faces, and along the grain edges for steady-state and

transient thermal conditions.

As the noble gases have been shown to play a major role in establishing

the interconnection of escape routes from the interior to the exterior of the

fuel,[4,5] a realistic description of VFP release must a priori Include a

realistic description of fission gas release and swelling. In addition, as

the VFPs are known to react with other elements to form compounds, a realistic

description of VFP release must include the effects of VFP chemistry on VFP

behavior. A mechanistic description of VFP behavior was developed by

modifying the FASTGRASS fission gas analysis to include theoretical models for

the effective production rates of the relevant VFPs, the chemical interactions

between the various VFPs, the interaction of the VFPs with the fission gas

bubbles, and the migration of the VFPs through the solid UOn fuel. (See Ref.

2 for a detailed discussion of VFP modeling.) In the present treatment, the

VFPs I, Cs, and their major reaction products (Csl, Cs2Mo04, and CS2UO4) have

been included. The formation of CsnMoOi and CsoUO* can have a crucial effect

on the reactions involving Csl, which are of major concern for deducing the

form of the iodine released in LWR power plant accident scenarios.

As the available data are not sufficient to describe the kinetics of VFP

chemical reactions, the approach to modeling VFP chemistry used here Is to

assume that the kinetics of the relevant VFP chemical reactions occur fast

enough that chemical equilibrium is maintained. The model calculates the

density and chemical form of retained fission products as a function of fuel

morphology as well as the amount and chemical form of the released fission

products. At present, no attempt is made to describe the behavior of fission



products after release from the fuel (e.g., the behavior of the fission

products in the fuel-cladding gap). The effects of a steam environment and

gross fuel melting on fission gas and VFP behavior are currently not

considered.

An important feature of all physical models of fission product release

and swelling is the calculation of the effective fission product deposition

rate at the boundaries of the fuel grains. A previous treatment[31 of

diffusive flow to a spherical boundary for conditions of changing fission

rates and fuel temperatures has been examined and found to be deficient in

that relatively small time steps are required in order to obtain consistent

results. The use of very small time steps degrades the calculational

execution efficiency and is thus undesirable. The inaccuracies in this

approach have been identified with the assumption that the fission products

are uniformly distributed throughout the grain at the beginning of each time

step. This assumption results in an artificial surge of fission products to

the grain boundaries at that time.

A more realistic model for describing the diffusive flow of fission

products based on the work of Matthews and Wood for the diffusive flow of gas

atoms[6,7] has been incorporated into the theory[8,9]. In this model, the

problem of diffusive flow to a spherical boundary is approximated by

describing the concentrations of the diffusing species in terms of quadratic

functions in two concentric regions. A variational principle is used to

calculate the radial distribution of the concentration. This approach

provides an improved degree of accuracy as well as shorter running times.

The diffusive flow of fission gas bubbles to the grain boundaries is also

considered. The calculation of the diffusive flow of gas bubbles is treated

in an analogous fashion to that for gas and VFP atoms by assuming that the gas



bubbles are not being nucleated and are essentially noninteracting during the

calculational time increment. The effects due to bubble nucleation and

interaction are included in the analysis subsequent to the diffusive flow

calculation.

The coupling of the diffusive flow problem to other processes affecting

fission product behavior (e.g., gas atom re-solution, gas atom and VFP

trapping by gas bubbles, gas bubble nucleation and coalescence, and chemical

reactions between VFPs) is accomplished by solving for the intragranular

densities of VFPs, gas atoms, and average-sized gas bubbles using a rate

theory approach; the various fluxes due to diffusive flow, gas atom

re-solution, and atom-bubble, VFP-bubble, and bubble-bubble interactions are

treated as time-dependent coefficients in the rate equations. This method

provides a realistic and fast calculation of intragranular fission product

behavior. Similar equations describing intergranular (grain face and grain

edge) fission product behavior are coupled to the equations for intragranular

fission product behavior and the complex of nonlinear differential equations

is solved by a finite-difference technique.

Additional improvements[8] in modeling fission product behavior include a

more precise model for gas bubble re-solution, the use of a lenticular

(instead of spherical) bubble geometry on the grain boundaries in the

calculation of intergranular gas bubble swelling and saturation, and an

improved model for iodine solubility.

References 8 and 9 of this paper contain a detailed description of the

recent major improvements to the theoretical FASTGRASS model. In Sections 2

and 3, results of a relatively extensive verification effort are shown and

discussed for steady-state and transient conditions, respectively. Because of

existing uncertainties in both materials properties and mechanisms of fission



product response, any verified mechanistic description of fission product

release entails assumptions in these areas. The diffusivity of fission gas

bubbles during transient conditions, and the effect of grain boundary bubble

re-solution on intragranular diffusive flow rates, are aspects of fission

product behavior that are currently clouded with uncertainty. The assumptions

that have been made in the theory have been evaluated and are discussed in

Section 4 in relation to the model verification, uncertainties in the existing

data base, and other theoretical descriptions of fission product behavior.

2. Comparison of theory and experiment: steady-state conditions

2.1 Fission product release

Figure 1 shows predicted fractional release of the stable fission

gases as a function of time, and compares it with the isothermal release data

for 133Xe from Ref. 10. The three predicted curves reflect the ±40 K

uncertainty in Irradiation temperature. The agreement between prediction and

data is good. This figure should be compared with predictions reported

earlier (Fig. 3 of Ref. 2), where the calculated release values were

underpredicted for the last 7 weeks of the irradiation. The improved

predictive capability shown in Fig. 1 is primarily due to the model

improvements discussed in the introduction and described in Refs. 8 and 9.

The theory accurately describes fission gas saturation effects in that very

little gas release is predicted (and observed) to occur prior to ~12 weeks of

irradiation. At ~12 weeks of irradiation, the grain faces are saturated with

fission gas, leading to interconnection and release. Subsequent '.o gas

release the face channels "heal" and the accumulation of gas on the boundaries

begins anew. This physical picture of gas behavior on the grain faces is

consistent with recent experimental observations.[11]



Figure 2 shows predicted fractional release of iodine (l3lI + 3 I)

as a function of irradiation time, and compares these results with the data of

Turnbull and Friskney.[lO] Again, to reflect the experimental uncertainty in

temperature reported in Ref. 10, three predicted curves are given,

corresponding to irradiation temperatures of 1733 ± 40 K. The circles in Fig.

2 represent the fractional release of iodine ( I + I) calculated from the

data by taking into account the respective fission yields of I and I.

In a previous paper[2], iodine release predictions were examined for

two different assumptions about the diffusion of atomic iodine: (a) it

diffuses intragranularly through the solid U0£ (In the vapor phase), and (b)

it diffuses with Csl in fission gas bubbles. Based on a comparison of the

calculations with the data of Turnbull and Friskney[10] It was concluded that

assumption (b) was more reasonable as well as more consistent with the

assumption of quasiequilibrium. However, subsequent to the Incorporation of

the improved diffusive flow model, it became apparent that assumption (b) was

too restrictive (i.e., that the iodine solubility was zero). As a reliable

calculation (and measurement) of iodine solubility Is not currently available,

the model for iodine solubility is characterized by the equation

rT0T - a(I>a

where I TQ T and I refer to total iodine and atomic iodine concentrations,

respectively, and the subscripts a and b refer to iodine residing in the U09

lattice and in fission gas bubbles, respectively. Equation (1) is more

general than the approach used in Ref. 2 in that a can have a value between 0

and 1. As in Ref. 2, Csl can migrate only within fission-gas bubbles. The

solubility coefficient a is determined by comparison with experiment.



Figure 2 was generated using a value of 0.487 for the solubility

coefficient, a, defined in Eq. (I). Thus,- approximately 1/2 of the atomic

iodine is predicted to be within the fission gas bubbles, with the other 1/2

existing in solid solution[12] within the U02 lattice. This Is In contrast to

the results reported previously[2], where the assft%tion that both atomic

iodine and Csl diffuse predominantly in gas bubbles gave the best overall

agreement with the data. The primary reason for this result was that the

xenon (and krypton) gas bubbles had a predicted average bubble diameter

of ~25 A and thus diffused to the grain boundaries at a faster mass transfer

rate than did the diffusing Iodine atoms. However, the effect of the improved

diffusive flow model[8,9] Is a predicted average intragranular bubble diameter

of -40 A. A bubble of this size is predicted to diffuse at a slower mass

transfer rate than the diffusing iodine atoms. From the above discussion, it

can be seen that the rate of VFP migration to the grain boundaries is

predicted to be very sensitive to the kinetics of fission gas bubble behavior.

Figure 3 shows predicted fission gas release as a function of fuel

burnup, and compares these results with the data of Zimmerraann.[13] Uranium

dioxide fuel with a fission rate of 101* F cnf^s"1 was used in these

experiments. A temperature gradient of 1000'C s and grain diameters between

1 and 10 ym were used for the calculation. Four different sets of calculated

curves were generated using average fuel temperatures of 1250, 1500, 1750, and

2000 K. The use of relatively small grain diameters for the calculation of

the low-temperature Zimmermann data agrees with the results obtained by other

authors.[14] The 1250 and 1500 K data are bracketed by predictions based on 1

and 2.5-ym grain sizes, respectively. The 1500 and 2000 K data are bracketed

by predictions based on 2.5 and 5-pra, and 5 and 10-pra grain sizes,

respectively. Again, agreement between theory and data is reasonable.
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Figure 4 shows calculated end-of-life gas release for fuel

irradiated in the Carolinas-Virginia Tube Reactor (CVTR), the H. B. Robinson

(HBR) No. 2 Reactor, and the Saxton Reactor, compared with the measured

values. Also shown in Fig. 4 are the predicted and measured end-of-life

releases for the Turnbull and Zimmerraann experiments corresponding to Figs. 1

and 3, respectively. The diagonal line indicates perfect agreement between

theory and experiment. To supply FASTGRASS with the proper operating

conditions for the CVTR, HBR, and Saxton irradiations, FASTGRASS was coupled

to an experimental LWR fuel behavior code generated by making suitable

modifications[15] to the LIFE fual performance code.[16] As is evident from

Fig. 4, the theory predicts the data reasonably well for fission gas release

between 0.2 and ~100Z and for burnups between 0.7 and 10 at. Z (~7000~100,000

MWd/MT). The largest differences between predictions and measurement occur

for the CVTR irradiations. These differences are attributed to uncertainties

in power history and to uncertainties in the LIFE-LWR calculation of fuel

temperatures.

2.2 Average size of fission gas bubbles

Figure 5 shows predicted average bubble size compared with the data

of Cornell et al.[17] The data of Ref. 17 were obtained from transmission

electron micrographs of thin foils which were prepared from an irradiated UC>2

pellet (which had acquired a burnup of 3.2 x 10 F m ° in 40 days) so that

the temperature dependence of the intragranular bubble size could be

determined. Intragranular bubbles were observed in material where the

estimated irradiation temperature lay in the 860-1580°C range. Figure 5 shows

that the theory underpredicts the bubble size measured by Cornell for fuel

temperatures below ~lbQQ°C. For temperatures greater than ~1400°C, the

predicted average bubble sizes are in reasonable agreement with the



experimental observations. The discrepancy between the predicted (average)

and measured bubble sizes for fuel temperatures below ~1AOO°C could result

from a discrepancy between the measured bubble diameters and the actual

average size of the distribution, owing to the presence of small bubbles below

the limit of experimental resolution.

2.3 Retained fission gas

Figure 6 shows predicted total retained fission gas at 3 and 12

at. Z burnup (solid circles) as a function of UO2 irradiation temperature,

compared with the unrestrained data of Zimmermann[13] (open circles).

Zimraermann's data in Fig. 6 are for burnups greater than 3 at. Z and

presumably include the entire burnup range covered by the experiments. The

predicted values of total retained fission gas are in reasonable agreement

with the data. As shown in Fig. 6, above 3Z burnup and at temperatures of

about 1600 K and higher, there is no influence of burnup on the retained gas

concentration. In additon, the amount of retained gas decreases as the

Irradiation temperature increases; at low temperatures there is a relatively

high fission gas retention.

In order to evaluate the retained fission gas, Zimmerraann ground the

irradiated fuel in a ball mill to particle sizes noticeably smaller than

1 urn. The fission gas released during the grinding is called "gas in

pores'*. Zimmermann states that this gas originates from intragranular pores

and bubbles with diameters down to 10 nn and from gas which was retained on

the grain boundaries. After grinding, the powdered fuel was dissolved in

nitric acid. The fission gas released during the dissolution process was in

solution within the fuel matrix or in very small intragranular bubbles, and is

thus called "gas in the matrix".
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Figure 7 shows predicted retained fission gas in the matrix at 3 and

12 at. Z burnup (solid circles) as a function of irradiation temperature

compared with the data of Zimmermann[13] for burnups greater than 3% (open

circles). Again, the agreement between theory and experiment is quite good.

Figure 8 shows predicted retained gas in pores at 3 and 12 at. %

burnup (solid circles) as a function of irradiation temperature compared with

the data of Zimmerraann for burnups greater than 3% (open circles). In

contrast to the reasonable agreement between theory and experiment for the

total retained gas and the gas retained in the matrix (Figs. 6 and 7,

respectively), the results for the fission gas retained in pores are

consistently below the average of the measured values. The reason for this

discrepancy is not clear in that the retained gas in pores plus the retained

gas in the matrix should equal the total retained gas (as do the predicted

results). (Note that Zimmermann's data do not, in general, obey this sum

rule.) Giver, that the predicted results for the total retained gas and the

gas retained in the matrix are in reasonable agreement with the data (Figs. 6

and 7), the predicted results for fission gas retained in pores should agree

with a consistent set of data obtained for these conditions.

2.4 Fission gas swelling

Figures 9 and 10 show predicted rates of swelling due to retained

fission gas as a function of irradiation temperature (dashed lines) compared

with the results obtained by Zimmerraann[18] (solid lines), for UCU fuel

irradiated over the burnup ranges of 0-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, and 4-5 at. Z.

Zimmerraann obtained the swelling results shown in Figs. 9 and 10 by comparing

the external volume changes of the UO? with calculated values for UO,
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densiflcation (i.e., irradiation-enhanced sintering of oxide fuel). In

general, the predicted values of swelling "rate obtained using FASTGRASS theory

agree reasonably well with the results obtained by Zimmermann.

Figure 9 shows a very strong temperature dependence of the swelling

rate at low burnups. However, with increasing burnup (Fig. 10), the swelling

rate and the temperature dependence diminish, owing to the saturation of the

fission gas swelling rate caused by the enhanced release of fission gas at

increased values of fuel burnup (see Fig. 3).

3. Comparison of theory and experiment: transient conditions

3.1 Microcracking

The ability to determine whether microcracking will occur during a

given thermal transient is an important element in the prediction of fuel

1 2
temperatures and fission product release. • Microcracking can reduce the

thermal conductivity, F , of UO^ to ~50Z of the F value in dense fuel. A

change of this magnitude will have a strong effect on calculated temperature

profiles. As an example, calculations of the centerline temperature of fuel

that has undergone a thermal transient induced by a direct electrical heating

(DEH) technique[11] vary by as much as 600 K, depending on whether or not

microcracking is considered.

As a first-cut approach to modeling ductile/brittle behavior of

oxide fuels, a model based on the work of DiMelfi and Deitrlch[19] has been

used in the FASTGRASS analysis.[1,2] This model estimates the growth rate of

a grain-boundary bubble under the driving force of internal pressurization.

The volume growth rates due to crack propagation and to diffusional processes

are compared to determine the dominant mode of volume swelling. Knowledge of

the mechanical properties of UO2 is not required.
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The FASTGRASS model was executed with a fuel behavior codefl] for

the steady-state Irradiation of a fuel rod in the HBR reactor In order to

generate the required initial conditions for a transient analysis. The HBR

fuel had average heat-generation rates of 22.4 and 17.7 kW/m in the first and

second cycles, respectively, and reached a maximum burnup of 3.14 at. %.

Subsequently, FASTGRASS was executed with a transient temperature code[11] for

a series of DEH tests. The calculational scenario is as follows (see Fig.

11): Based on the DEH test operating conditions, the radial transient

temperature profile is calculated and is subsequently used for the calculation

of the fission gas response. In turn, the fission gas behavior results are

used for the calculation of fuel raicrocracking. If microcracking occurs, the

fission-gas release, retention, and swelling results are updated

accordingly. Finally, the microcracking results are passed back to the

transient temperature calculation where the thermal conductivity expression is

modified, and the calculation proceeds to the next time step.

Figures 12-14 show the predictions of the theory for pore-solid

surface area per unit volume, S , as a function of pellet radius for DEH tests

22 and 32, 24 and 29, and 33 and 37, respectively, and measured values [11] of

Sv for the same tests (the measured pore-solid surface is assumed to be

produced mainly by fuel microcracking).

In general, considering the complexity (synergistic nature) of the

phenomena, the results of the theory are in remarkably good agreement with the

data. The greatest discrepancy between theory and experiment occurs for test

22 (Fig. 12), where the theory underpredicts the data obtained near the center

of the pellet by more than a factor of 2. The implication of this
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underprediction of fuel ralerocracking Is that the calculated fuel temperatures

will be low with a resultant underpredictlon of fission product release (see

Fig. 11). This scenario will be addressed further in the following section.

3.2 Transient fission gas release

Figure 15 shows the predictions of the theory for transient fission

gas release for 10 transient DEH tests on irradiated VO2 fuel. Nine tests

were on fuel irradiated in the HBR reactor and one test was on fuel irradiated

under relatively high-power, load-following conditions in the Saxton

reactor.[11] The diagonal line in Fig. 15 Indicates perfect agreement between

theory and observation.

Except for test 22 (12% gas release measured), the predictions are

within 4QZ of the measured values. In addition, there fippears to be

relatively uniform scatter of the predicted vs. the measured values on either

side of the diagonal line, indicating random rather than biased

uncertainties. Random uncertainties ace most likely associated with the

calculation of fuel temperatures. The complex synergism among radial heat

flux, fuel microcracklng, and fission gas response has already been discussed

in Section 3.1 above (see Fig. 11). In addition, the actual transient

temperature profiles for the DEH tests contain asymmetries due to nonuniform

heating associated with the inhomogeneity of the DEH test pellets. These

asymmetries have not been quantified and were not included in the analysis of

the DEH tests.

The theory predicts that 2.32 gas release occurred during DEH

Test 22, as compared to the measured value of 13.1Z (Fig. 15). As discussed

in Section 3.1 above, and shown in Fig. 12, the theory also underpredicts (by

more than over a factor of two near the pellet center) the amount of pore-

solid surface area generated during DEH test 22 by fuel microcracking. Based
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on the discussion of the synergisms involved in the determination of radial

heat flux (represented pictorlally in Fig. 11), this underprediction of fuel

microcracking should lead to an underprediction of fuel temperatures and,

hence, to an underprediction of fission gas release. As relatively reasonable

predictions for fuel microcracking were made for the other DEH tests (Figs.

12-14), the predictions for fuel temperatures and fission gas release in those

tests should also be reasonable (if the fission gs.s response theory is

accurate); indeed, they are, as demonstrated in Fig. 15.

Figure 16 shows the results of the theory for transient fission gas

release from U0? fuel (solid line) as a function of time and temperature for

the HI-1 high-temperature transient test[20] performed at Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL), compared with the measured values (+ symbols) ifor JKr

obtained from a downstream charcoal trap. Also shown in Fig. 16 are the

measured fuel temperatures obtained by thermocouple and optical pyrometer.

The ORNL tests were performed with high-burnup LWR fuel (from the HBR reactor)

to explore the characteristics of fission product release in a flowing steam

atmosphere under a controlled loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) over the

temperature range 1400 to ~2400°C. Earlier tests,[21,22] conducted under

similar conditions, were performed at temperatures of 500 to 1600°C.

The results shown in Fig. 16 indicate that the theory predicts the

release of Kr during the HI-1 test in a flowing steam atmosphere reasonably

well. The time lag of the experimental release observations with respect to

the predicted release is presumably due to the time delay between release from

the fuel (theory) and measurement in a downstream charcoal trap.

Figure 17 shows the results of the theory for 16 ORNL transient

fission product release tests compared with the measured values.[20-22] The

temperatures were ramped to values of 500-1600°C and held for various lengths
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of time before test termination. The diagonal line in Fig. 17 indicates

perfect agreement between theory and experiment. In general, the agreement

between theory and experiment is reasonable. A range of predicted values is

shown for three tests in Fig. 17 and correspond to reported uncertainties[23]

in the fuel temperatures during the test. The temperature uncertainties in

these tests are attributed to the combined heat from rapid cladding oxidation

and higher levels of ohmic energy deposition.

4. Discussion

Because of existing uncertainties in both material properties and

mechanisms of fission product response, any verified theoretical description

of fission product release entails assumptions in these areas. The effects of

grain boundary bubble re-solution on fission gas diffusive—flow rates during

steady-state conditions, and on the diffusivity of fission gas bubbles during

transient conditions, are aspects of fission product behavior that are

currently clouded with uncertainty. The assumptions that have been made in

the current theory for these specific mechanisms of fission gas behavior are

evaluated in this section and discussed in relation to model verification

(Sees. 2 and 3), uncertainties in the existing data base, and other

theoretical descriptions of fission product behavior.

4.1 Grain boundary bubble re-solution

The importance of grain-boundary bubble re-solution was quantified

first by Speight[24] and more recently by Rest[3] and Dowling et al.[25]

Speight proposed a modified diffusion model incorporating the influence both

of a fine dispersion of intragranular gas bubbles and of a coarser

distribution of lenticular intergranular bubbles decorating the grain faces.

Assuming that re-solution of gas from these bubbles is irradiation-induced,
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Speight[24] demonstrated that the simple gas release model of diffusion from a

sphere proposed by Booth[26] was valid only if a lower effective diffusion

coefficient and a non-zero gas atom concentration at the surface of the sphere

were assumed to account for the effects of re-solution from intragranular and

grain-boundary gas bubbles, respectively.

Rest[3] showed that the dependence of fission gas release on the gas

ai:ora diffusion coefficient and on the gas atom re-solution rate was very

strongly correlated with the strength of grain boundary bubble re-solution.

Dowling et al.[25] used a finite-difference technique to compute

exact solutions to the diffusion equation describing fission gas release from

UO^ nuclear fuel during steady-state reactor operation. The re-solution of

grain boundary bubbles was considered in two alternative ways: One in which

the affected atoms residing in grain boundary bubbles are deposited at a

single re-solution depth A, and the other in which these atoms are deposited

uniformly over a depth 2X. The numerical calculations were insensitive to the

re-solution model chosen except at low temperatures where, since gas atom

diffusion is very slow, release is strongly controlled by re—solution. Under

such low-temperature conditions, the grain boundary concentration is predicted

to increase linearly with time, whereas at higher temperatures, the t '

dependence characteristic of diffusional release is exhibited.

The rate of accumulation of gas per unit area of boundary can be

obtained using Speight's[24] suggestion that the flux of atoms to the boundary

from each grain is given by the flux in the absence of grain boundary bubble

re-solution modified by the fraction (1 - cVc°), where C* and C° are the gas

atom concentrations a distance X and a distance » X from the boundary,

respectively.
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Speight argues that an equilibrium situation Is reached when the

diffusion flux of gas atoms from the local concentration gradients is exactly

balanced by the flux due to re-solution. If instantaneously there are N

bubbles per unit area of face, the re-solution flux is Nb/2 into each grain,

where b is the grain boundary bubble re-solution rate. If the gas atom

concentration is zero at the boundary and CT a distance A from it, the

diffusion flux is approximately D C*/X from Pick's law. Thus, at equilibrium,

when the two fluxes are assumed to be equal,

a -£.) = (i - ^ - ) . (2)
C° 2DC°

Within the rate theory approach used in the present

formulation[8,9], the rate of gas atom re-solution from grain boundary

bubbles, bN/2, is multiplied by the factor CQ
X = CX/C° of Eq. (2) in order to

obtain the backward flux of gas atoms into the lattice.

Figure 18 shows predicted results (dashed lines) for fission gas

release vs. burnup at various values of C „ compared with the 1250 K data of

Zimmermann (solid line; see Fig. 3). A grain size of 2.5 ura was used for the

calculations shown in Fig. 18. The model for b used in the theory[8,9]

yields a gas atom re-solution rate probability of 2 x 10 s for a fission

12 —3-1
rate B - l x l O Fern s . This value for the re-solution rate probability

agrees with the value of 2.7 x 10 s measured by Marlowe and Kaznoff,[27]

and is in the center of the range reported by Turnbull and Cornell.[28] The

value of X used in the calculations was taken to be X = 5 x 10 m. This

value of X is within a factor of two of the value (10~8 to) used by Dowling

et al.[25].
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The results shown In Fig. 18 demonstrate that grain boundary bubble

re-solution is a critical factor in determining low-temperature fission gas

release; the predicted results are strongly dependent on the backward flux of

gas atoms from grain boundary bubbles into the lattice. In addition, good

agreement of the theory with the data is only obtained for small values

of C (c « I ) . Physically, these results are interpreted as due to a small

value of the penetration depth, A, rather than to a fundamental difference in

re-solution behavior between grain-boundary and intragranular bubbles.

The variation in predicted results when different values of C are

used for the higher temperature data of Zimmermann (e.g., the 1750 and 2000 K

cases) is negligible. The reason for this, as pointed out earlier in the

discussion of Ref. 25, is that at higher temperatures, diffusional release

processes dominate over grain boundary bubble re-solution effects.

4.2 Mobility of fission gas bubbles under transient conditions

It has been shown that the experimentally observed small-bubble

diffusivities are many orders of magnitude less than predicted by surface

diffusion.[1-3,22] However, with Che usual assumption of negligible fission

gas solubility, the extent of gas release from transient heating experiments

can successfully be modeled only if bubble diffusivities are estimated by

assuming surface diffusion to be the rate-controlling process.[1-3,29,30] The

model for bubble diffusion used in FASTGRASS theory[l-3] is unique in the

sense that it relates the bubble diffusivities to the fuel yield stress,

heating rate, and vacancy mobility, as well as to fuel temperatures and bubble

radius.

Recently, Maclnnes and Brearley[31] have proposed a model for the

release of fission gas from reactor fuel undergoing transient heating which

utilizes an alternative release mechanism based on stationary bubbles and
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migration of gas by diffusion of single gas atoms. The crux of this model is

that gas bubbles which have previously been regarded as infinite sinks for gas

atoms can, in fact, accept only a few atoms before thermal emission of atoms

dominates flow to the bubble. However, the successful application[31] of this

thermal re-solution approach requires the assumption that the initial bubble

radius is extremely small (<0»5 nra).

In this section, the effect of changing the bubble mobility upon gas

release djring a thermal transient will be examined. Figure 19 shows the

predictions of FASTGRASS theory for gas release from DEH test 33 as a function

of fuel fractional radius, compared with the measured values (open circles).

Also shown in Fig. 19 are the predicted vs. measured values of total gas

release during this test. The dotted curve and solid circle in Fig. 19 show

the predictions of the theory using gas atom diffusivities based on the

observations of Cornell.[32] (The theory[l,2] of bubble mobility based on the

assumption that surface diffusion is the rate-controlling process was used for

the calculations shown in Fig. 19.) The upper curve and open square in Fig.

19 show predictions based on gas-atom diffusivities from Matzke.[33] •

Considering that the Matzka gas atom diffusivities are ~100 times greater than

those obtained by Cornell, the results in Fig. 19 indicate that the results of

the theory for DEH transient heating test 33 are relatively insensitive to

intragranular single-gas-atoin diffusion.

The dashed curve and open triangle in Fig. 19 show predictions based

on the Cornell gas atom diffusivities and a constraint which precluded any

biased motion of the fission gas bubbles. The random motion of gas bubbles

results in substantially lower predictions than those obtained without the
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constraint on biased bubble motion. Thus, the results of Fig. 19 demonstrate

that within the context of FASTGRASS theory, biased bubble motion during

transient heating conditions is a key mechanism of fission gas behavior.

Figure 20 shows the predictions of the theory for the same transient

heating test conditions used in Fig. 19, but with the assumption of 100%

thermal re-solution of gas bubbles during the transient. Thus, gas atom

diffusion is assumed to be the only mechanism whereby fission gas can migrate

to the grain boundaries. The results shown in Fig. 20 demonstrate that

without any bubble motion, 100% thermal re-solution and high gas atom

mobilities are required in order to obtain agreement between the theory and

the data. It should also be noted that the assumption of 100% thermal re-

solution resulted in a prediction of zero microcracking for this test, in

contrast to the substantial number of fractured boundaries observed (fuel

microcracking was artificially simulated for these calculations in order to

provide the correct temperature profiles; see Section 3.1 above).

5. Conclusions

Based on the relatively extensive comparison between theory and

experiment described in this peper, the following conclusions can be made:

(a) Fission gas behavior under steady-state conditions is relatively

well understood. Good agreement between theory and experiment was obtained

for fuel burnups between ~0.5 and 10 at. Z, and for gas release values between

0.20 and ~100Z.

(b) The noble gases play a major role in establishing the

interconnection of escape routes from the '.nterior to the exterior of nuclear

fuel. The volatile fission products generated within the fuel primarily

follow these pathways to release.
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(c) As the VFPs are, in general, quite soluble within UO2 and are known

to react with other elements to form compounds, a realistic theory of VFP

behavior must include the effects of VFP chemistry. Iodine solubility is an

important materials property in that its value can strongly influence the

overall iodine release characteristics.

(d) Grain boundary bubble re-solution can have a substantial impact on

fission gas release rates at lower temperatures, but is negligible at higher

temperatures. Based on the comparison between theory and experiment, this

effect appears to be relatively weak, owing to a small value of the gas atom

penetration depth.

(e) Microcracking (grain boundary separation) can occur extensively

during transient heating conditions and can have a strong effect on fuel

temperatures and fission product behavior.

(f) The biased motion of relatively small bubbles appears to be a more

likely mechanism of fission gas behavior during transient conditions than

models based on stationary bubbles and rapid gas atom diffusion.
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1. Predicted Fractional Release of the Total Stable Noble Gases at
1733 ± 40-K. (Solid Curves), Compared with 1JJXe Data of Turnbuil and
Friskney10 (Symbols).
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3. Predicted Fractional Fission Gas Release at 1250, 1500, 1750, and 2000 K
(Dashed Curves) Compared with the Data of Zimmermann1J (Solid Curves).
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